Clark County Children and Youth Crisis Collaborative
November 2, 2017, 10-11 AM
Meeting minutes
Attendees: Judy (Molina), Don, Brook (CCS), Dan, Dede, Kris (Clark County), Erin (Protocall), Daphne (IFD), Pat (Children’s
Center), Lisa (Family Solutions), Michelle (Juvenile Justice), Daniel (ACH), Christine (CHPW), Dave (Peacehealth SW), Jeff,
Inna (Beacon), Audra (Daybreak)
Agenda
-

Introductions
YMCI updates
 YCMI fully staffed
 58 youth served- more formal data will be presented in the future
Referral source
Intervention outcome
13 from schools
19 from home setting
2 from hospitals
Remaining from facilities/providers






21 resolved by phone
1 admitted to hospital
7 referred to crisis stabilization
1 arrested
49 diverted

Screening process for response: YMCI or Crisis Stab; referrals from YCMI go to both Crisis Stab and IFC Home
Builders if appropriate but formal differentiation needed for YMCI and Crisis Stab
YMCI still engaging community partners to share YMCI as resource including schools, Kaiser, etc. Presenting
at school advisory meeting on Monday 11/6. La Center High in Woodland is in both SWWA and Great Rivers
BHO.
Some schools and hospitals need protocols updated to call YMCI instead of Clark Crisis or 911
Follow up:
1) Clark Crisis and YMCI follow up on requests coming to Clark from schools and hospitals, including SUD
crisis response from hospitals; Clark bring YMCI on dispatches for calls coming to Clark in the meantime
(call through Protocall; update procedure for quick pass through)
2) Clark Crisis/Protocall review process of 911 procedures at monthly Crisis Partners meeting for schools
calling and getting YMCI involved
3) YMCI and Daybreak meet to review Daybreak crisis stab and E&T as resource
4) YMCI start to create written protocols in roles of responsibilities as processes with other entities are
being established

-

Others to invite to this meeting: Janus (Brook follow up), Children’s Administration (schedule conflict with
leadership meeting; Don follow up), Coordinated Care (Inna follow up), Chief Richardson (Jeff follow up)

-

Follow up from previous meeting:
Beacon/Crisis providers to figure out how to develop a list of high utilizers and to develop interventions
o Inna working on report with threshold set at 1) 3 contacts per month, distinct days 2) any 3 months in a
rolling 6 month period that meets criteria for #1
Denise to find out mechanism for automatic 911 alert to district
o Denise provide update next month
Revisit conversation with Oak Bridge about collaborating with youth mobile crisis team for “respite” and
introduce YMCI as a resource

-

o

No response from Janus yet, YCMI has been introduced to them in another presentation. Brook working
on meeting with them and will invite to YMCI

Meeting follow up:
1) Clark Crisis and YMCI follow up on requests coming to Clark from schools and hospitals, including SUD
crisis response from hospitals; Clark bring YMCI on dispatches for calls coming to Clark in the meantime
(call through Protocall; update procedure for quick pass through)
2) Clark Crisis/Protocall review process of 911 procedures at monthly Crisis Partners meeting for schools
calling and getting YMCI involved
3) YMCI and Daybreak meet to review Daybreak crisis stab and E&T as resource
4) YMCI start to create written protocols in roles of responsibilities as processes with other entities are
being established
5) Others to invite to this meeting: Janus (Brook follow up), Children’s Administration (schedule conflict
with leadership meeting; Don follow up), Coordinated Care (Inna follow up), Chief Richardson (Jeff
follow up)

